Lantal is showcasing its debuts in Brussels

Visitors who find their way to Stand 851 in Hall 8 at Busworld in Brussels can immerse themselves in a world replete with fresh ideas for bus interiors. The debuts include the new Conceptual Forecast collection as well as extensions to the Essentials Stock collection.

The appeal of a bus trip is directly correlated with the interior. Lantal possesses in-depth experience in bus interior design completion. Elegant, robust, and long-life seat covers, curtains, and carpets are matched with perfection to assure that they project the image and quality philosophy of the operator. The Swiss company’s all-in-one solutions fulfill the needs of the bus industry and assure the utmost in passenger travel comfort.

Conceptual Forecast 2019 – Lantal’s trend collection

Lantal’s design team continuously pursues and monitors megatrends that influence passenger transportation, attends trade show to compile information on design trends, and analyzes the bus market.

The results are summarized in a trendletter that constitutes the foundation for the Conceptual Forecast. The collection is a treasure chest of trailblazing velvet seat cover fabrics and proves that Lantal can transform inspirations and trends into textiles. The trend collection features three design worlds: Genuine Matter, Transcendent Reality, and Fairy Tale. Different colors and patterns characterized each of these worlds. Genuine Matter stands out with minimalistic forms that highlight the design while Transcendent Reality showcases the interaction between reality and virtuality, and Fairy Tale emphasizes frisky floral patterns. Our experienced design team will show you how these seat covers can be combined with other Lantal products and ideas evolved to create extraordinary interiors that express the brand identity of any bus company.
Extensions to our Essentials Stock collection

Yet again this year, Lantal is presenting new designs that ideally complement the Essentials Stock collection with velvet and flat weave items. The collection items are conceived such that in combination with different materials, they can be configured into holistic, harmoniously balanced interiors, thus creating a genuinely pleasant travel experience.
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Thanks to short delivery times and direct availability ex warehouse, our customers benefit from greater flexibility and time savings when they reconfigure their bus interiors. All fabrics are flame-resistant and comply with the new fire standards and specifications pursuant to UN-ECE-R118 Annexes 7&8.

**Lantal – The company**

*Lantal is a leader in the design, production, and distribution of textiles, parts, and services for the international aircraft, bus, and railway markets as well as for business jets. The company offers forward-looking counsel and coherent all-in-one solutions with the objective of achieving the ultimate in passenger well-being.*

**Fotos**

You can access an online photo library at www.lantal.com (Configurator & Logins). To download images, please enter the user name **media** and the password **images10** in the Press and Media Center and confirm your entries.